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1. Layers and PDF OCGs

Layers have been used by graphics designers already for a long time to structure the way graphics
are stored in their design files. Usage of layers makes modifications of the designs easier. Layers
are also used to store graphics data such as construction lines that are helpful for the designer,
but that should not appear in print. Such layers are set to a “do not print” state in the application.
  When printing or exporting the design to PDF for printing (PDF/X-1a, PDF-X/3) the layer structure
is flattened and the “do not print” layers are omitted from the printed result or PDF.  In some cases,
however, it is useful to keep the non-print layers in the exported PDF.

A more advanced usage of layers is to store multiple variants (such as language variants) in a single
design. Common elements are stored only once. Graphic objects meant for 1 variant are stored on a
separate layer. By switching “ON” layers that are relevant for 1 variant and switching “OFF” all layers
that are not meant for that variant, the designer can switch what he sees, prints or exports from his
design application from one variant to another. Up till now this was mainly a feature of the design
application.  When print ready PDFs need to be sent to the printer, the design is “split” into multiple
PDFs, each representing a single variant. For a specific PDF, representing a variant, data of other
variants are either omitted completely or stored on layers that are set non-printable.

Recent evolutions are promoting the use of layers to store non-print data and variants in PDF in the
communication between content provider and printer.

• PDF/X-1a and PDF/X-3, which are still widely used as the standard data exchange with
commercial printers, explicitly forbid the usage of OCGs (Optional Content Groups aka layers).
This ban on layers was taken away with the release of the ISO PDF/X-4 spec in 2008 and even
more so with the update of PDF/X-4 in 2010. The print industry is in the process of switching from
the older PDF/X versions to PDF/X-4.

• The GWG (see www.gwg.org) is close to finalizing the specification of the GWG2012 profiles. All
these profiles will be based on the usage of PDF/X-4.

Handling of PDF OCGs (layers) has been made consistent and compliant to the PDF/X-4
specifications.
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2. Optional Content in PDF

OCGs are a more general concept than layers. Besides making graphic objects optional, classical
layers also have an impact on the stacking order (z-order) of objects. This is not the case with OCGs.
Objects belonging to a certain OCG can be arbitrarily z-order interleaved with objects from other
OCGs. Although the concept of OCGs in PDF is more general then layers, in practice this is largely
academic since current design applications only generate PDFs with OCGs that represent classical
layers.

OCGs are more general than layers in another way, as well: through the mechanism of Optional
Content Membership Dictionaries (OCMDs), graphic objects can belong to more than 1 OCG. With
classical layers, objects can only belong to 1 layer. Again, this is largely academic since current
design applications do not generate PDFs using this feature.

The state of an OCG is either “ON” or “OFF”. The state of all OCGs is defined in an Optional Content
Configuration Dictionary (OCCD). A PDF can contain more than 1 OCCD. In a primary use case,
each OCCD represents a design variant. One of the OCCDs is the default OCCD.  The default OCCD
should be used by all applications when opening the file unless explicit instructions are given to use
a different OCCD. Also this PDF OCG feature is not used by current design applications.
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3. Optional Content in PDF/X-4

A compliant file may contain 1 (the default) or more OCCDs. A compliant reader must use the default
OCCD to switch “ON” or “OFF” OCGs. The usage of other OCCDs is in practice seldom or never
implemented.
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4. Optional Content in Adobe Illustrator
CS5.5

Visible and printable layers

Graphical content can be stored in layers. Layers influence the stacking order of graphical objects:
all objects in a layer are “on top of” objects in layers under that layer.

Layers can be made “visible” or “not visible”. A layer that is not visible is automatically non-printable.
But a visible layer can be made non-printable.

In the PDFs generated by Illustrator layers are translated as OCGs. The default OCCD sets the state
of printable layers to “ON” and the state of non-printable layers to “OFF”. When opening such a
PDF in Acrobat a layer that is “ON” will be visible and printable. A layer that is “OFF” will be invisible
and non-printable.

Remark that a layer that is visible but non-printable in Illustrator will be invisible and non-printable
in Acrobat. Acrobat has a plethora of settings to change this behavior. We do not recommend to do
so as this will make the workflow unpredictable.

Sub-layers
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Adobe Illustrator also knows the concept of sub-layers. From a user perspective sub-layers have
the same controls for visibility and printability as normal layers. However, layers with sub-layers are
flattened to a single OCG in the PDFs written by Illustrator.

Working with OCGs in Illustrator

When placing a PDF with OCGs in Illustrator, the state of layers in the default OCCD of the placed
PDF is respected i.e. only layers in the placed PDF, that are “ON”, will become part of the content
of the master file. The placed PDF is a “flat” object in the Illustrator application. The user has no
control over OCGs in the placed PDF while placing or after placing the PDF.  An exported PDF from
the Illustrator document does not contain any information about the OCGs of the placed PDFs.

There is no way to make a PDF with more than the default OCCD in Illustrator CS5.5 and older
versions. Illustrator also does not have any means to work with anything but the default OCCD in a
PDF. It is also not possible to put an object in more than 1 layer.
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5. Optional Content in Adobe InDesign
CS5.5

InDesign does not know the concept of sub-layers.

Also InDesign CS5.5 does not have the capability to make PDFs with more than the default OCCD.
It also does not allow to work with anything but the default OCCD in a PDF. Putting an object in more
than 1 layer is also not possible.
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6. Consistent Layer Support

Principles

When implementing the consistent layer support across DeskPack, ArtPro, PackEdge, Plato, and
Automation Engine (first in Esko Suite 12), we used the following guiding principles:

• Handling OCG states in incoming PDFs
• Storing OCG states in outgoing PDFs
• OCG state is defined by the printability state of a layer in an application
• Invisible implies non-printable

Handling OCG states in incoming PDFs

The “ON” or “OFF” state of OCGs in the default OCCD of a PDF is used when reading or placing
a PDF. This is consistent with Adobe desktop applications. It is also behavior enforced by the ISO
PDF/X-4 specification.

This means that if a PDF is read  OCGs that are “OFF” in the default OCCD will result in layers that
are non-printable and invisible in ArtPro, PackEdge, Plato, DeskPack or in the PDF written by an
Automation Engine task.

When placing a PDF in ArtPro, PackEdge, Plato or DeskPack, only the content of OCGs that are
“ON” will be placed.

Storing OCG states in incoming PDFs

PDFs written by Esko applications must store the state of a layer in the default OCCD of the PDF.
This ensures consistent behavior in downstream aggregating and printing applications.

OCG state is defined by the printability state of a layer in an application

The “ON” or “OFF” state of an OCG in a generated PDF is determined by the printability state of
the layer in the application. Not by the visibility flag. This ensures consistent behavior in downstream
aggregating and printing applications.

Invisible implies non-printable

Controls in the applications ensure that an invisible layer in an application is also non-printable. A
visible layer can be made non-printable.
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7. Working with PDFs containing design
variants in Automation Engine

Workflow

Using the above workflow as an example:

• The incoming PDF with layers for multiple variants is split into multiple PDFs using the “Version
PDF” task   in such a way that each output PDF represents 1 variant. Each PDF at the output,
representing a variant, needs to contain all common layers plus the specific layers for that variant.
See below for an example of a “Version PDF” ticket.

• The PDFs are then trapped.

Version PDF settings to split the variants

The Version PDF ticket pictured here illustrates how a design PDF containing both an English and
a French variant can be split.
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All layers with a name starting with “Base” will be considered as common layers and will become
part of each output PDF.

All layers starting with “EN” will be considered as layers belonging to the English variant and will be
stored together with the common layers in the English variant PDF. This PDF will get the same name
as the input file with a suffix “_English”.  All layers starting with “FR” will be considered as layers
belonging to the French variant and will be stored together with the common layers in the French
variant PDF. This PDF will get the same name as the input file with a suffix “_French”.
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